
Toonsfowk, Fermers and Fisherfolk at War. 

      The Great War, a conflagration which drew in and consumed countless thousands of 

people from nations across the world was the first conflict to touch the entire population of the 

United Kingdom.  The scale of the losses was such that every family in the land was affected, 

suffering through deaths of fathers, sons, relations, close friends, neighbours and acquaintances.  

Of those who came home, thousands were outwardly damaged by wounding, or inwardly 

traumatised by the fearful experiences to which they had been subjected.  The war changed 

people’s lives completely and afterwards; nothing would ever be the same again. 

     John Crawford’s book, which is the result of extensive research looks at the conflict in its 

entirety, beginning with the assassination of Archduke Ferdinand and his wife in 1914 which led to 

the mobilisation of armies across Europe and the start of World War 1.  He covers the conflict in 

Belgium and France, from the desperate fighting retreat before the massive German onslaught at 

the beginning, through the costly and repetitive battles of attrition fought in Flanders fields during 

the following three years, to the unsuccessful offensive by the Germany army in 1918 when its 

objective was to drive through the allied lines to the channel ports and force capitulation.    A 

major factor in the immediate allied counter offensive which brought the war to an end was the 

presence in the field of the men of the army of the United States who had already proved 

themselves in battle.  The massive eastward thrust by the British, French, Belgian and American 

troops, shattered and demoralised the German army and drove it back in disarray to the German 

border and forced surrender. 

 In addition to the conflict on land, the roles played by the Royal and Merchant Navies are 

described, with the change in naval warfare brought about by the extensive mining and the part 

played by of the submarine is featured, which resulted in enormous loss of lives.  The battle of 

Jutland is perhaps glossed over but the list of vessels lost tells its own story. 

A highlight of John’s book is his extensive list of local fishing boats which were requisitioned by 

the Royal Navy, their crews enlisted  ‘ for the duration’ in the RNR:  describing the roles played by 

them and their courageous actions in theatres of war from the North Sea to the Channel and the 

Mediterranean.  This along with many direct references to men and women from the North East 

who served in Flanders fields; ordinary people who by their brave actions underline the significant 

part played in the War by the people from this area, justifies his titles – “Toonsfowk, Fermers and 

Fisherfolk at War”. 

        John Fowlie 


